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Turanian Tiger – Analysis of the Modern Situation  

 

 
 

Yuriy Chikin and Oleg Tsaruk 
 

Turanian tiger (sin. mazamndaranskii or Caspian) (Panthera tigris virgata) — subspecies of 

tiger, which had inhabited central Asia. At present  – practically extinct.   

Altaic etymology : 

Proto-Altaic: *di_u/blu ( ~ -a) 

Meaning: a k. of predator 

Russian meaning: species of predator 

Tungus-Manchu: *dolbi 

Turkic etymology : 

Proto-Turkic: *jolbars 

Meaning: panther, leopard, tiger 

Russian meaning: tiger 

Old Turkic: jolbars (OUygh.: Suv.) 

Tatar: julbarys 

Middle Turkic: jolbars (Pav. C.) 

Uzbek: jo.lbars 

Uighur: jolbars 

Turkmen: jolbars 

Kirghiz: z’|olbars 

Kazakh: z’olbarys 

Noghai: jolbarys 

Bashkir: julbaryt| 

Karakalpak: z’olbarys 

Azeri: peleng, babir 
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The Turanian Tiger: Analysis of the current status 
 

 

The Turanian (synonyms: Mazandaranian or Caspian) tiger Panthera tigris virgata is a 

subspecies of tiger that historically inhabited Middle Asia. It is currently considered extinct. 

 

 

Taxonomy and evolution 

The tiger is an exclusively Asian species of animal. It was formed in northern China at the 

beginning of  the Pleistocene, i.e. approximately 2 million years ago. Tigers were widespread in 

Asia some 1.5 million years ago. However, according to the latest genetic study, they 

disappeared almost completely in the late Pleistocene, apparently about 10,000 to 12,000 years 

ago. A small portion of the population should have survived in the area that is now China. Tigers 

spread again from that area traveling along rivers to follow their prey, mainly deer and wild pigs. 

Though all mainland tigers are closely related to each other and can be regarded as regional 

populations and not subspecies, they developed some physical and morphological features to 

adapt to diverse environmental conditions.  

 

There are 8 subspecies differing in size and coloration recognized in the vast range of the tiger: 

 

The Bengal tiger Panthera tigris tigris lives in all types of forest, from high-mountain woods to 

mangroves, as well as in savannahs and mires of India, Bangladesh, Burma, Bhutan, and Nepal. 

The greatest number of Bengal tigers is found in India (about 2,480), Nepal (170-220), 

Bangladesh (100-250), Bhutan (less than 200), and Burma (a few individuals). 

The Indochinese tiger P. t. corbetti lives in forests, savannah, and fens of Malaysia, Burma, 

Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Vietman, and southeast provinces of China (Yunnan, Huangshi, and 

Guangdong). 

The South China tiger P. t. amoyensis was once widespread in the forests of central east China. 

No data of its current status are available; should it be surviving, its numbers are negligible. 

The Sumatran tiger P.t. sumatrae inhabits tropical forests and mangroves of Sumatra, where it 

still occurs in remote areas (300 to 400 animals). A specially protected area for tiger 

conservation is planned to be established in central Sumatra. By January, 1
st
, 1979, the captive 

population of the Sumatran tigers totaled 154 animals that descended from the 20 tigers caught in 

nature. 

The Yavan tiger P. t. sondaica is only surviving in the extreme east of Java, with merely 5 to 10 

individuals. 

The Balinese tiger P. t. balica seems to have become extinct, as it was shown by surveys of 

1974. However, there were a few reported sightings of the animals on Java in 1979. 

 

The Turanian tiger P. t. virgata once lived in northeast Turkey, Iraq, Iran, Transcaucasia, 

Afghanistan, Middle Asia, Kazakhstan, and northwest China to the Tarim River basin and Lake 

Lop Nur. 

 

The Amur tiger P.t.altaica – Ussurijskii and Amurskii regions, Transbaikalia, rare visits – west 

to Baikal, south Jakutia, northern and eastern parts of  North-Eastern China (Manchjuria, Korea 

peninsular, north-east of Mongolia.  
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In the end of the last century, the range of the tiger ran from east Turkey and northern Iran to 

East Indies and southeast Siberia. To date, they were exterminated or became rare in the most 

part of the range, though relatively large populations have survived in India, Nepal, and 

Malaysia. The total number of wild tigers is estimated at 4000 to 5000 individuals.  

 

In 1969 the 10
th
 General Assembly of the International Union for Conservation of Nature 

adopted a special resolution towards devoting energies to the tiger protection.  

 

 

Tiger used to play an important role in the cultures of Southwest Asia. The Tigris River was 

named after a tiger that, according to a legend, carried a pregnant princess on its back across the 

tumultuous river. On the other hand, thanks to the name Tigris, people associate the animal with 

the fertile river. Generally, living beings will not be depicted in the Islamic art, but, in the Sufi 

tradition, the tiger has widely been figured on carpets and fabrics, as well as on facades of 

mosques and other public buildings, such as in Samarqand (Uzbekistan).  

*** 

 

Physical characteristics 

The Turanian tiger P. t. virgata is a large subspecies. Total scull length is 33.7 to 36.2 cm in 

males and 28.4 to 28.7 cm in females; head and body length is 160 to 270 cm, while the tail is 90 

to 110 cm long. Adult males of the Caspian tiger weighed 170 to 240 kg and reached 270 to 290 

cm in length. Tigresses were smaller than the males. 

 

 

Table 1. Size and weight of tigers of different subspecies.  

 

 weight (kg)  length of the body(m)  length of the scull (mm)  

subspecies male female  male female  male female  

The Bengal tiger 

Panthera tigris tigris  

180-258  100-160  2.7-3.1  2.4-2.65  329-378  275-311  

The Turanian tiger P. t. 

virgata* 

170-240  85-135  2.7-2.95  2.4-2.6  316-369  268-305  

The Amur tiger 

P.t.altaica 

180-306  100-167  2.7-3.3  2.4-2.75  341-383  279-318  

The Yavan tiger P. t. 

sondaica* 

100-141  75-115  2.48-???  ???-???  306-349  270-292  

The South China tiger P. 

t. amoyensis  

130-175  100-115  2.3-2.65  2.2-2.4  318-343  273-301  

The Balinese tiger P. t. 

balica* 

90-100  65-80  2.2-2.3  1.9-2.1  295-298  263-269  

The Sumatran tiger P.t. 

sumatrae 

100-140  75-110  2.2-2.55  2.15-2.3  295-335  263-294  

The Indochinese tiger P. 

t. corbetti  

150-195  100-130  2.55-2.85  2.3-2.55  319-365  279-302  

* - disappeared from nature  http://bigcats.spb.ru/ - 0p  

 

 

The coat has relatively bright reddish ochre ground coloration, with the Turanian tigers being 

more sorrel than the Siberian ones. Lateral stripes are contrasting and long; they are more narrow 

and dense than in other tigers. They are broad at the chine and bifurcate in the middle. The back 
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is striped black, while the sides are brownish (according to other data, side stripes are black or, 

occasionally, brownish). Front legs are sole-colored, without dark stripes.  

 

The Turanian tiger is the ‘furriest' subspecies. Its winter coat is denser and silkier, especially at 

the hackle and belly; due to puff whiskers, the animal seems shagged in contrast to its more 

short-woolled southern congeners. 

 

Forepaws have 5 digits each, while hindpaws have four digits, all with retractile nails. The 

diploid number is 38. 

*** 
 

Ecology 

Habitats 

Typical tiger’s habitat differs considerably in various physiographical zones; the only common 

requirement is the availability of dense vegetation that shelters both the predator and its primary 

prey – deer and wild pigs. In mountainous areas of West Asia and Asia Minor, it lived in 

broadleaf, mixed, and juniper forests at the heights of 3000 to 4000 m a.s.l., reaching the 

snowline in summer. In Transcaucasia, its distribution was restricted to lowlands and low 

foothills. Tigers inhabited depths of the forest and dense reed stands at the shores of pools and 

small rivers. In Middle Asia, tigers live on shores of large rivers and lakes, in expansive reed 

thickets that often alternate with shrubs and tree vegetation. They mainly keep at the heights 

below 1500 m, but ascend to 3000 m and higher in summer. An extraordinary feature of the tiger 

is its love for water. He is a strong swimmer and often dips into the water (fresh or saline) to his 

chest. During the extreme heat of the day, tigers are often found bathing delightedly for a long 

time, thus repelling insects. Important for the tiger in semi-desert areas is the availability of 

permanent water sources: he will drink often and much, preferring fresh streaming water, which 

makes him settle along rivers more willingly than near lakes. 

 

A unique habitat of the Caspian tiger in Central Asia was the tugai vegetation along larger rivers 

that run from high mountains and cross deserts, or around lakes. Tall and dense reeds grow at 

river shores, fringing upper floodplain poplar and willow forests. This contributes to the growth 

of tamarisk, saksaul, and other halophytes at the edge of the desert. The thickets were so dense 

that tigers had to sometimes rear to their hindpaws to overlook the territory. The protective 

coloration of the tiger facilitated his life in the reeds. The good camouflage was a distinctive 

feature of the Turanian tiger. The conspicuous striped coat seems to function as superb 

camouflage in their natural environment. When the tiger strolls in the bushes or reed thickets, the 

striped pattern is blurred; the animal looks brownish-grey and indistinct against the background. 

When the tiger stands motionless in the forest, he blends completely into the background. 

Moreover, the big cat tends to appear and disappear silently and amazingly quickly. 

 

 

Only a tigress with cubs will have a permanent den. It is usually located in the remotest part of 

her home range and close to a water source. On river floodplains, it can be made in dense reed 

thickets or tugai vegetation or under solitary trees in outskirts of reedbeds; it is sometimes lined 

with dry leaves and grass. Favorite shelters of the Siberian tiger in Primorski Krai are shallow 

caves, niches under overhanging rocks or roots of large fallen trees, and sometimes abandoned 

bear’s holes. Solitary animals have no dens, but at least 10 to 15 haul-out sites within their home 

ranges. Those located on high rocks and banks are also use as observation points. Frequently 
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visited shelters can be recognized by tiger paths, scattered bones, skin fragments, and fur of their 

prey. 

 

A den found in Transcaucasia was located at an elevated site directly on the ground in a dense 

forest amidst windbreakage overgrown by clambering plants.  
 

 

Reproduction 

Reproduction of the tiger in the southern portion of its range can take place in any season. 

Contrastingly, tigers in the Ussuri Krai usually have estrus between January and March and litter 

from April to July. Tigers are polygamous: 2 or 3 females usually live on the territory of a male 

tiger that mate with them turn-based.  During the estrus period, females are very excited and, 

should there be no male around, they seek for him actively. Breeding contests between males are 

often accompanied by fights, but they are rather ritual than real: No teeth or claws are used.  

 

Mating can occur all the year round, but more common in winter. The gestation period is 102-

106 days; the litter size usually consists of one to four cubs. Generally, tigresses litter once in 

two years. Over the course of her life, a female gives birth to up to 30 cubs, half of them die. 

Females reach sexual maturity at 3-4 years, whereas males become mature at 4-5 years, though 

2-year olds are allowed to mate in zoos. Captive tigers live up to 26 years; apparently, they have 

the same life span in the wild.  

 

The gestation period is 98-100 days. The litter size is 2-4, sometimes 5-6 cubs. Newborn cubs 

(usually 2-3) weigh about 1 kg and have a striped pattern (cubs of other felines are usually 

spotted); they are completely helpless. During the first week after the dropping, the tigress leaves 

her cubs only when going to the watering point. The cubs are born blind, size of a domestic cat. 

After two months, the female starts taking them out of the den. Tiger cubs nurse about six 

months. They become independent at one or even two years of age. Tigresses litter cubs once in 

two to three years.  

 

Tiger cubs develop quickly: Their ears open after 4 to 5 days, eyes – after 10-12 days, milk 

dentition begins after two weeks. One-month old cubs start getting out of the den, climb trees; 

two-months olds follow their mother around and get used to meat that she brings. Until 3-4 

months of age, cubs are left alone only rarely, for several hours; in one of the dens, and after a 

successful hunt follow their mother to the place where she stored the kill.  Six-month old cubs 

can sometimes stay alone for several days, if their mother’s hunt was unsuccessful, or follow her 

learning how to search of prey and ambush it. A 9-months old cub weighs about 40 kg and is 

strong enough to break a spinal cord of a roe-deer with his paw. Cubs become independent after 

a year of age. When their mother leaves them for good, the cubs spend several months in her 

range keeping in a group; lacking hunting skills, and they will often starve and follow the 

tigress’s paths feeding on her leftovers. Young tigers keep near the den until they are three years 

old. Tigers become sexually mature after 5 years of age. 

 

Male tigers do not participate in rearing their young and sometimes even kill the cubs (though 

not so often compared to lions that cannibalize regularly).  
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Behavior 

The tiger is not a nocturnal animal in the strict sense. He can roam searching for prey at any time 

of the day, with a preference of twilight hours at the dusk and dawn. He has a good sense of 

smell and especially hearing, while his eyesight is much less developed.  

 

The tiger moves very gracefully. His movements are calm and leisurely; he treads beautifully 

and easily, often holding his heavy head lowered. His steps are facile and gentle; he moves very 

quietly through the forest. The tiger usually lies in the sphinx position. Though he will not climb 

trees because of his heavy weight, he can easily get on steep slopes. Ambushing his prey, the 

predator crawls and is completely hidden in the 60 to 70-cm tall grass. A galloping tiger can 

accelerate to 60-80 km/h. But tigers rarely run at full speed. Their main weapons are trick and 

legerity. 

 

Final horizontal leaps of 5-6 meters (up to 8 m downhill) have been reported and vertical leaps of 

up to 3 meters.  Tigers sometimes use vertical leaps to facilitate outlook when hunting in reed 

thickets. In contract to other cats, tigers do not avoid water and swim well; they often bathe in 

hot summer days. They never climb trees, which helps people to survive a tiger attack. 

Sometimes, tigers run up inclined tree trunks. In clear moonlight nights they roll and crawl in 

snow drifts in forest clearings. The tiger can imitate bellows of the deer in their rutting season. 

When running in naked bushes, the animal looks brownish-grey, since black, yellow, and white 

colors merge. The tiger crawls stealthily to his prey, with one-meter tall grass covering him 

completely. Then he makes one or several long leaps. Being very strong, the tiger can lift a wild 

pig or a deer and drag a horse or a cow.  

 

 

The tiger is extremely powerful. He can drag a horse or a cow weighing 1.5-2 times more than 

him to several tens of meters. The tiger can easily carry an adult wild pig, using his teeth and 

holding his head high, up a steep slope through dense brushwood and, with a very short run, 

jump with the kill to a 2-3 m high rock. Should a kill be large, the tiger bites into its neck and 

drags it along holding it between his forelegs and leaving a characteristic line on the ground. One 

accident from the past. A camel strayed from the coffle and got stuck in a salt marsh. Drivers 

tried hard to rescue the camel, but failed. They camped nearby hoping to rescue the camel in the 

morning. But a tiger did it instead. Despite a close camp, he killed the camel and dragged it 150 

steps. 

 

 

Compared to other large animals, this predator is less afraid of humans, but tries to avoid 

encounters with them. If the tiger is not provoked to attack, he is much less aggressive than they 

often describe in popular books. Experienced hunters that lived close to tigers for several years 

often say that this powerful predator watches people with dignity and curiosity, not with 

aggressiveness. The tiger follows paths of hunters and woodcutters, visits hunters lodges, walks 

leisurely along roads just to find out what goes on in his range or, in the winter, to avoid roaming 

in deep snow. Numerous stories of tigers being man eaters can be balanced with the same 

number of stories of their being friendly and addressing people for help when in need. The 

predator only attacks when he is wounded or at bay. Even the cases that females attacked people 

while defending their cubs are very rare.  

 

Still, a wounded or alarmed tiger is dangerous for humans. In Central Asia, they attack humans 

very rarely and, having met unarmed people, leave quietly. The Turanian tigers that used to live 
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near the Sea of Aral did much harm to the local population involved in animal husbandry. They 

often attacked cattle and even people. According to archival information of 1880, a man-eating 

tiger killed and ate a woman who collected firewood 100 m away from the village. Similarly, an 

officer of the Perovsky garrison became a victim of a tiger.  The animal attacked him from out of 

reed thickets. As the officer was discovered missing in the evening, they raised the alarm and 

sent soldiers to comb the area. The tiger returned to his prey several times, and there was hardly 

anything left of the man. 

 

Like all cats, the tiger is extremely enduring. Even if wounded badly, he can sometimes run a 

few kilometers and even attack his pursuers torrentially. Young cubs are easily tamable and 

manageable.  

 

 

Outside the breeding season, the tiger will not stay in one area, but wanders endlessly searching 

for prey. In the Far East, the summer heat makes the predator go up hills. He goes down the hills 

to the medium zone in August. Far Eastern tigers will easily stand winter frost of up to – 30° C. 

They are especially nourished and fat during that period. Occasionally, tigers will travel in search 

of food and females, sometimes to very long distances.  

 

Like most felines, tigers are solitary animals. However, according to some data, they maintain 

long-term bindings. A male and females whose ranges overlap form some kind of a family that 

persists for many years. Adult tigers defend their territories from strangers, but it rarely comes to 

a fight: problems will be solved by means of roaring and other manifestations of power and 

dominance. Adults tolerate young tigers settling nearby and do not drive them away.  

 

Despite the prevailing opinion, this predator cannot be called a landloper: in everyday life he 

runs just enough to get food and find a quiet resting place. However, he makes some 8-10 

kilometers per day. Following his hunting route, the tiger moves more or less in a circle, 

appearing in the same place once in 1-4 weeks. Roaming from one haul-out site to another, he 

often stops for outlook, choosing elevated view points, such as rocks. He treads paths along his 

favorite routes that are best seen in the winter.  

 

Tigers know their ranges very well and take their bearings in the terrain, using every chance to 

make a shortcut, such as traveling along a winding river. Routes of the Siberian tiger lie along 

crests of low ridges, at foothills of steep mountains, along animal paths in river valleys, and cross 

moderately high passes. To save pains in winter, tigers travel along ice-covered rivers and 

streams, ungulate runs, and man-made winter roads and ski trails. In years with much snow, 

tigers will travel along river banks under snow-loaded overhanging branches of conifer trees. 

Tigers readily use forest roads, even with intense traffic, and paths that are often used by people. 

A tiger can travel several kilometers along a country road stopping occasionally and even taking 

a rest on the road.  

 

The predator will make a long-distance travel in search of food, but also when dispersal is 

necessary. A tiger can travel 50 to 100 km a day; an adult male can make 200 to 400 km within a 

few days with short breaks for rest. Females with 2 or 3-year old cubs can travel long distances 

as well. Rare encounters of tigers beyond their usual habitat can be ascribed to these migrations. 

A record-breaking travel of a Siberian tiger was registered in 1905: a single animal was killed at 

the Aldan River, which is 1000 km from his usual habitat. Similar occasions are known for the 
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Turanian tiger as well: vagrant animals were registered in the 19
th
 century in the Altai 

Mountains, near the town of Akmolinsk, and in the area that is now the Orenburg Oblast. 

 

 

The tiger is extremely smart, shrewd, able to estimate the situation, and, to some degree, to 

predict the development of affairs. The animal learns very quickly by his follies and develops 

new habits that help him survive in the changing environment. He has sharp hearing, strong eyes, 

but his sense of smell is less developed. The tiger is more silent than the lion, but his roar is 

equally loud, plangent, and eerie. In the rutting season, however, tigers roar frequently, in 

particular females. An angry predator roars tunelessly and throaty; when enraged, he "coughs" 

characteristically. When well-disposed, he purrs almost like a cat, but much louder and only at 

breathing-out (domestic cats also purr at breathing-in). The tiger's voice is a thick roar that is 

usually described as a deep, guttural "ah-oh-ung"; when taken for surprise, he utters a loud 

"haubuh" or "vaooh". His voice is very rarely heard within his home range, mainly in the rutting 

season and frosty winter nights. When on heat, males utter sounds similar to the cat's mew, but 

louder; females utter special sounds similar to chuckling of a horse. The roar of fighting tigers is 

similar to that of a lion, yet deeper, with roars and grunts.  
 

 

Diet 

The predator will hunt at any time of the day. In southern areas, however, he is mostly active at 

night, as he cannot stand the heat of the day.  

 

The tiger is an apex predator that mainly feeds on larger sized prey, his diet being less varied 

than that of another big cat using similar habitat – the leopard. The tiger has a small list of 

favored prey species that compose its diet: he mainly hunts deer and wild pigs. The wild pig 

should probably be number one in this list, because the tiger hunts them throughout his 

geographic range: in mountain forests of the Caucasus, in riverside tugai forests in Central Asia, 

and in Primorsky Krai. The tiger will attack bears and especially wolves. Similar to the leopard, 

this giant cat has a soft spot for domestic dogs and attacks them at the earliest opportunity. He 

mainly feeds on fresh kill, but will also scavenge in the time of famine.  

A hungry tiger will feed on an occasional jackal or a swamp lynx. He will even descend to 

rodents, birds, terrapins, frogs, and insects! During floods, as if mimicking smaller cats, he will 

catch spawning carps out of shallow water. He will enjoy fruit of sea-buckthorn and oleaster. 

Many do not think about it, but the tiger is a forest cleaner. He cleans the population of 

ungulates, which is important. 

 

An adult healthy tiger prefers hunting larger prey; when he is hungry or annoyed, there is no "too 

large a prey" for him. Nevertheless, the predator will also be happy with small prey, should it be 

numerous and readily available. In years of great abundance of the bandicoot rat (Nesokia sp.) in 

riverside thickets of the desert, the Turanian tiger would readily feed on these rodents digging 

them out of their numerous holes in the banks of rivers and channels. During mass migration of 

the locust, he would not mind eating these insects. The tiger is a fishing expert: he catches fish 

with his paw in the rapids of mountain rivers. He also uses his paw to catch terrapins that break 

surface to draw a breath.  

 

When food is plenty, the tiger grows fat quickly and noticeably: his blubber layer can become 5-

6 cm thick. This helps him stand a week-long or even longer food deprivation between two 

successful hunts and travel long distances in winter when exploring new areas. Nevertheless, 
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during unfavorable snowy winters, the tiger may come to starvation and feed on prey that is very 

untypical of him. Old animals and 2-3-year old cubs that cannot hunt efficiently often attack 

domestic cattle. Sick or wounded tigers go to villages in search of available prey and sometimes 

attack humans, though such occasions are very rare. An extraordinary incident is said to have 

happened in the Syrdarya River in the 1870s: a hunter on horseback fired at a tiger and missed. 

The tiger threw the hunter off the horse, pressed him with his forepaws to the ground, stood so 

for a while showing his superiority, and left. 

 

Hunting methods of the tiger are diverse, but usually he combines following prey’s traces, 

ambushing and stalking. Having run into fresh trail of deer or wild pigs, the predator follows it 

until he sees the animals. Then he approaches the herd or a solitary animal from the leeward side, 

and waits for it to come closer. The predator ambushes deer at watering sites or saline licks in 

summer and near their trails in winter. During the rutting season fights of the deer, tigers mimic 

the bellowing buck voice thus attracting the animals. They literally shadow wild pigs following 

the herd and killing the animals one by one. There is a known occasion that, within three days, a 

tigress killed a herd of 14 wild pigs that fed in the valley of a small spring. 

 

The tiger is very patient and can hide for hours waiting for a good moment to attack. When the 

distance between the predator and the quarry is 20-30 meters, the tiger attacks in relatively short, 

3-4 meter, headily leaps accelerating to his maximal speed in a fraction of a second. However, 

the big cat cannot follow his quarry at this speed for a long time. If the leap was not successful, 

the tiger lies on the ground, takes a short rest, and then leaves, not necessarily to where the 

quarry escaped.  

 

When hunting deer, the tiger mostly fails: the ungulate escapes easily, if it spots the predator in 

time. The tiger follows the escaping deer no more than 60 to 80 meters, with only one out of 5-6 

attacks being successful. The hunt for wild pigs is more rewarding, because the tiger follows the 

short-legged animal for a longer distance, sometimes 300-400 meters. For this reason, wild pigs 

have a horror of their main predator. A deer frightened away by a tiger stops after several tens of 

meters and resumes grazing, but a herd of wild pigs does a scoot to hundreds of meters. 

 

Should the quarry be large enough, the tiger kills one animal, even if a herd comes to his 

ambush. Hunting smaller prey species, he sometimes kills several animals at a time. This can 

happen, if a tiger runs into a resting group of wild pigs. The predator attacks torrentially one pig 

after another: he kills the first animal with his paw in a leap and immediately attacks the next 

one. 

 

Having grabbed his prey, the tiger breaks its backbone with his paw or bites into the neck; then 

he drags the kill to the nearest stowaway and starts eating. He eats a large animal with its skin, 

leaving hoofed legs and the head; he can, however, leave some meat behind. After a successful 

hunt, a large Amur tiger can at once eat up to 30 kilograms of meat. The predator can eat a piglet 

or a roe deer at one bout for a couple of hours; a solitary tiger will finish a deer within two days, 

while a streak of cubs will do it within a day; a buffalo or an elk will be eaten in about three 

days. Having eaten enough, tigers rest for most of the day and only get up to drink from the 

nearest stream. 
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Competitors 

Being nearby the largest mammal predator of Asian forests (the brown bear can be larger), the 

tiger has virtually no natural enemies. An adult tiger can die of wounds given by an 

unsuccessfully attacked quarry, such as a tusker. One of the tiger's main competitors is the 

leopard, especially in South Asia. They try to avoid conflicts and encounters, but they have 

similar diets and use similar habitats. Therefore, they peacefully coexist only where there is 

enough food. Tigers have difficult relations with wolves: they usually act as irreconcilable 

enemies.  
 

Home range 

For optimal maintenance of life, every tiger needs a home range of at least forty square 

kilometers (typical for Amur tiger; no data for other subspecies – OP); moreover, he needs vast 

expanses inhabited by wild ungulates to hunt, because the Turanian tiger is very choosy and 

ready to travel long distances. 

 

 

One of the few zoologists that studied the biology of the Turanian tiger was the doctor of biology 

Sergei Stroganov. The scientist managed to inspect a tiger's den; to reach it, he had to crawl 

nearly 200 meters following the animal's trail in a tunnel of lush vegetation. The tiger always 

made his den in the shade of trees; it was lined with stamped grass; bordering it there was a small 

plot of about 40 square meters, all stamped flat and scattered with bones of prey animals. A 

strong, stinking smell was felt in the air. 

 

S. Stroganov finished his observations with the following characteristic: "The Turanian tiger is 

daring, secretive, and very sensitive. One could live many years in the area inhabited by tigers 

and never see them." Back in the middle of the 19
th
 century, the prominent Russian zoologist and 

traveler N.A. Severtsov wrote that the blood-thirstiness and aggressiveness of the tiger are 

grossly overestimated, and the Turkestan hunter E. Sysoyev came to a conclusion that tiger is "a 

cat that shows his fearful claws and teeth just to protect his own life."  
 

 

Numbers 

No attempts to estimate the numbers of the Turanian tiger were made in the 19
th
 century. 

However, given the area of appropriate habitat within the geographic range of the Turanian tiger 

and home range sizes, at least 10,000 animals should have lived in Iran, Afghanistan, 

Transcaucasia, Central Asia, and Kazakhstan. The "hundred years' war" resulted in the complete 

extermination of them. 

 

In the early 1930s, some 15-20 tigers were recorded in the lower Vakhsh River. By the end of the 

1940s their number in the tugai habitat in Tajikistan decreased to 10-15 animals. Three different 

tiger footprints were observed in 1948 during a 100-km transect count in the tugai habitat at the 

right and left banks of the Vakhsh River. No more than 3 tigers lived in the tugai forest along the 

Kyzylsu River. Tiger numbers grew in some years in the tugai forests at the right bank of the 

Panj River, where they concentrated after tugai forest fires at the left side of the river. 

 

Life span 

The tame tigress Theresa that was presented to a Soviet ambassador in Iran in 1926 lived in the 

Moscow Zoo; she died at the age of 18s. Basically, tigers can live up to 50 years of age, though 

the greatest age registered in a wild tiger is about 15-17 years. 

** 
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Geographic range 
 

Looking back, the Turanian tiger was probably the first tiger seen by Europeans. It was well 

known in the Ancient Rome, where they used tigers in fence-plays; many of them died in 

captivity. Tigers were relatively well known in Old Russia too: according to the prominent and 

experienced zoologist Vladimir Geptner (1969), this animal not only lived in Transcaucasia and 

Ciscaucasia, but also inhabited the coast of the Sea of Azov, entered south Russian steppe and 

maybe even forest-steppe (the Chernigov Princedom). These are not just speculations: Old 

Russian chronicles mentioned "a fierce beast" that trespassed borders of Russian princedoms 

over and over again. Moreover, the famous lexicographer Vladimir Dahl wrote in his Dictionary 

unambiguously: "the fierce beast" is a tiger. These animals were regularly seen on territory of 

modern Ukraine, in Ciscaucasia up to reed thickets along the Terek and Kuban rivers, on the 

coast of the Sea of Azov, and in the Don River mouth. 

 

In the 19
th
 century in Transcaucasia, tigers were permanently present only in the Lankaran 

Lowland and the Talysh Mountains where they were observed until the early 1930s. Ten to 

twenty tigers were shot there every year in spring and autumn in the middle of the 19
th
 century. 

Vagrant tigers from that area may have reached western Transcaucasia, namely Armenia and 

Georgia up to the Colchis Lowland and Adjara.  

 

In Central Asia, the tiger lived in several separated areas. 

 

In southwest Turkmenistan, the tiger was present in the Atrek River valley and along its 

tributaries - the Sumbar and Chandyr. In the 19
th  

-20
-th
 centuries, tigers are likely to have 

traveled far north, including to the Bolshoi Balkhan Range, and east, to the outskirts of 

Ashgabat. Farther east, tigers were observed along the Tejen River until the 1890s. 

Approximately at the same time, they were squeezed out from the valleys of the Murgab and 

Kushka Rivers. 

 

The permanent presence of the tiger on the Amu Darya River was recorded in two areas: in the 

river delta up to the town of Nukus (maybe up to the tugai forests off the town of Darganata) and 

in the upper Amu Darya River. In the Panj River valley, sightings were recorded on the Chubek, 

lower Kyzylsu and Yakhsu rivers, and sometimes on the lower Panj River. Tigers also occured 

along the Vakhsh River to its lower reaches. The animal has long disappeared from the Gissar 

valley. The geographic range included the tugai forests and reed thickets downstream to Termez. 

Tigers traveled from the tugai forests in the lower Vakhsh to the upper reaches of the Kofarnihon 

and Surkhan Darya rivers. In the early 20
th
 century the area supported the largest tiger population 

in Central Asia.  

 

The tiger inhabited the Syr Darya from its mouth to the Fergana valley; it was also common in 

reed thickets at the northeast shore of the Aral Sea. The predator was present on the Chirchiq, the 

right tributary of the Syr Darya, upstream to near Toshkent, and farther upstream the Arys River 

to the Talas Ala-Too Range. 

 

 

Further northeast, the tiger lived along the rivers Chu and Sarysu (lower reaches) until the 1930s. 

In the east of the range, they were present in reed thickets at the southern shore of Lake Balkhash 

and along the the Ili River and on the shore of Lake Alakul. In the south, the animals inhabited 

the Trans-Ili Alatau, Chui valley, the vicinities of Issyk-Kul and Narynkol. The easternmost area 
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of tiger presence in Central Asia and Kazakhstan comprised Lake Zaisan and the lower Kara-

Irtysh River, where the animals were last observed in the end of the 19
th
 century. 

 

The above fragments of the tiger geographic range in Central Asia were separated from each 

other by hundreds of kilometers. Nevertheless, tigers are able to travel long distances and crossed 

deserts and mountains to reach neighboring range fragments. For example, migrations from the 

lower Syr Darya to the Amu Darya and back were registered. There are known sighting records 

from the Bolshoi Balkhan Range and distant areas in the north, including the South Altai 

Mountains to Barnaul and Biysk, and from Lake Balkhash to Akmolinsk. 

 

The tiger disappeared from Turkey and Iraq at the end of the 19
th
 century. Early in the 20

th
 

century in Iran, the animal was common in Northern provinces of the country. Hundreds of the 

animals lived there in the 1930s. The most stable populations occurred in the forests of Talysh 

(Iran) and northeast portions of the province of Gorgan. There were sightings of tigers in the 

Talysh Mountains and on Elburs in the 1960s. In Afghanistan, the tiger was common in the tugai 

forests at the left bank of the Panj River.  

 

In the 19
th
 century, the tiger was common in Dzungaria and Kashgaria (northwest China), 

including on the Manas River, in the Tarima River basin and near Lake Lop Nur. It disappeared 

from the Tarima basin in the 1920s. The last stronghold of the tiger was the Manas River; they 

have not been seen there since the 1950s. The animal also lived east from the border of lakes Lop 

Nur and Bagrash Kul in the province of Xinjiang formerly known as Chinese Turkestan. 

*** 

 

Time of extinction 

In the beginning of 1960-th turanian tiger was included in the IUCN Red Data book. But it seems 

that it was too late.  

 

European part of the area. 

 

Turanian tiger disappeared in Turkey and Iran already by the ends of the 20-th century. It was 

completely unexpected situation, when in 1972 fresh skins of tiger were registered in 

eastern Turkey. Since then no similar cases were registered. Officially, the last turanian 

tiger was killed in south-eastern part of Turkey in 1970.  

 (http://www.tigrologia.ru/vymershie-podvidy-tigrov/kaspiyskiy-tigr-turanskiy-persidskiy/). 

 

In Iran - Turanian tiger was a regular species in the Northern provinces of the country in the 

middle of 20-th century.  Hundreds of animals inhabited these areas in 1930-Th.  The most 

sustainable populations lived in the forests of Iranian Talysh and north-eastern parts of Gorgan 

province.  But already by 1950-th they became rare in Gorgan, and the last tiger was registered 

there in 1958. By the end of 60-th some single tigers were registered in Talysh mountains and 

Elburs. On the Caspian coast of Iran, in a nature reserve on the Menkalech peninsular the official 

date when the last tiger was killed is 1957;  in 1960 in that region about 15-20 tiger lived, and 

probably some single animals  survived till 1070-th. Special survey of the expedition of the 

department of environment protection of Iran in 1970-th didn’t manage to find any tiger or their 

traces. Nevertheless, official representative of Iran during the Symposium in Deli, India, in 1979 

noted, that probably there are still some tigers in that region.  
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In Georgia the last tiger was killed in 1922 not far from Tbilissi, in Armenia – in 1948.  Since 

then tigers were never registered in Caucasus. Most probably, the last Caspian tigers had been 

registered in the USSR part of Caucasus at the foothills of Talysh and Lenkoran river basin in 

south-eastern Azerbaijan close to Caspian Sea in 1964, but those could be animals, migrating 

from the neighbouring areas of Iran. In 1950-1960 about 10 tigers were hilled here, including 

one animal in 1961 in Astara and two in Lenkoran region in 1963 and 1966.  

 

A very well-known paleontologist, Prof. Burtchak-Abramovitch, wrote a letter in June 1981 to 

the researcher of the nature department of the Krasnodar state historical-archeological museum-

reserve Dr. E.P.Fliagina the following letter (with the permission of Dr. Fliagina the text is 

shortened) : “21/VI. [1981 – stamp on the envelope], Baku. Dear Elena Pavlovna,….I have just 

returned from a trip to Tlysh mountains – Iranian border. We have lived in a primeval forest – 

and there are lots of interesting ossuaries with fossilized bones.  The forest is still inhabited by 

leopards, hyenas, some single turanian tigers – which we unfortunately didn’t manage to meet. 

(http://kultura.kubangov.ru/html/nato-6jw3s6.html). 

 

“We visited Talysh Mountains in  1983 or 1984. When we decided to picnic in the forest, the 

driver prevented us that we shouldn’t go alone far to the forest – a tiger can attack. Everybody 

decided that he was joking, but he suggested talking to the forest – which could prove that it was 

a serious threat.  And the forestor said it was not a joke. Fopr sure, during the piknik we didn’t 

meet anybody – but we felt there ther was something in those words. 

(http://sapunov.livejournal.com/531911.html) 

 

In this part of the area the last turanian tiger was killed in 1996 - the last official registration of 

an alive animal – 1969 (Lenkoran) – and soon after that there was the registration of the last 

Asian lion – just after the Islamic revolution in 1978.  

http://www.day.az/forum/index.php?showtopic=4831/). 

 

Central Asian part of the area.  

 

Western Turkmenistan 

In Sumbar river valley (Western Kopetdag) near settlement Koine-Kasyr the last registration of 

tiger is dated by 10 of January 1954 – most probably he came from the neighbouring territories 

of Iran and was killed here. According to the personal information of zoologist Yurii Gorelov, a 

tiger was again seen in the same area – in Karakala region, and lived about a month on 

Khasardag Mountain and then left back for Iran. Further to the east tigers were met in the Tedjen 

river valley – where they completely disappeared in 1990-Th.  Practically the same time there 

were last tiger’s registrations in Murgab river valley and in Kushka (the southern point of 

Turkmenistan.  

 

In the lower reaches of Amudaria tiger were practically common at the beginning of the 20-th 

century, but their number seriously decreased inl the 1930-th.  Close to Nukus the last tiger was 

killed in 1938. In 1040-th 12-15 animals still lived in the southern part of Amudaria delta. Here 

the last registration of a killed tiger is dated by 1947, but single animals were seen in 1955, 1963 

and 1966. One tiger was seen twice in 1968 -25 km upstream from Nukus and in a month - 15—

20 km upstream the site of the first registration. In the State museum of Karakalpakstan there is a 

tiger, which had been caught in 1972. http://www.silktour.uz/rus/nukus.htm 
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In Gissar valley the last tiger was killed in 1938 in the surroundings of Rokhatinskaja station – 

most probably an occasional migration of the animal.  

 

Amudaria river valley 

By the beginning of 1930-th in the lower reaches of Vakhsh there were at laest 15-20 animals. In 

1038 a nature reserve had been established here called “Tigrivaja balka” (tigers valley) – and 

there were no more then 10-15 animals by that time.  By the end of 1940-the there were no more 

then 5 tigers; in 1953 the tiger was registered last time. Migrating single animals appeared in the 

zapovednik and its surroundings much later (in 1955, 1957, 1959, 1960, 1962, 1964 and1967), 

but they didn’t stay here for a long time.  

 

By the end of 1940-th total number of tigers in riparian forests of Tajikistan fell to 10-15 

animals.  In 1948 during a 100 km rout along left and right banks of Vakhsh footprints of tigers 

were registered – three different sizes. In riparian forest of Kyzylsu no more then 3 tigers lived.  

During some years an increase of the numbers of tigers was registered in riparian forests of the 

right bank of Piandj, these concentrations were caused by fires on the left bank of this river. For 

example, in 1950 local hunters killed 4 tigers during 3-4 months. Last registrations of the tigers 

in the Piandj river valley are dated by 1964 and 1971 (http://www.calc.ru/308.html). 

 

In Afghanistan, in the riparian forests of the left bank of Piandj tiger was a common species till 

mid-1950
th
, from where it disappeared in 1963 (according to data of a German researcher Dr. 

I.Nitchammer). It is quite probable that tigers still inhabited these areas till 1970-Th. During 

Soviet intrusion into Afghanistan numerous times information was registered on tiger’s 

appearance on the Afghan-Russian border (1982–1991). The latest information from frontier 

guards on tiger visual registration is deted by 1998 – southern part of mountain ridge Babatag. 

There is some information on registration of tiger’s footprints in Surkhandaria region in 2008.  

There is some information, that military personnel of the coalition also met tigers in northern 

Afghanistan at least in 2007. 

 

Syrdaria river valley 

In the second half of 20-th century officers of Perovsk (now- Kyzyl-Orda) garrison crossed 

Syrdaria in the limits of the town and hunted for deer and tigers.  According to different 

information sources the last tiger was killed in mid-1930-th, according to others – in the 

beginning of 1950-Th.  

 

In the lower reaches of Syrdaria the last tiger was killed in 1933. Single animals were coming 

from Amudaria were seen in 1937 and 1945. It is considered that the last visual registration of 

tiger in Syrdaria is dated by the beginning of 1950-Th. According to official data the lest 

registration of turanian tiger’s footprints was in Shyeliiskii district of Kyzyl-Orda region in 1946. 

According to some oral information on discovery of some rests of a goitred gazelle, half-eaten by 

tiger, in the riparian forests of Syrdaria dust –Jandaria. Elders of Terenozek settlement, regional 

center of Syrdaria district, say that hunters have seen tigers and their footprints in the reed 

brushes close to the settlement in 1948, later tigers disappeared somewhere. According to some 

oral information hunters have killed a tiger in the lower reaches of Jandaria in 1953. Moreover, 

in 1987 pilots passed information to the Ministry of Forestry of Uzbekistan on visual registration 

of tiger in the lower reaches of Jandaria in autumn 1986. 

 

. 
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In the surroundings of Tashkent the last tiger was kild by prince Gilitsyn (Голицын) in 1906 

(1906 году ). This stuffed tiger till mid 1960 ( 60-х годов ) of the last century ( XX века) was 

exhibited in Tashkent nature museum, until the fire destroyed the exposition.  By the way, in the 

memoirs of Mark Bernes on film-making “Two soldiers” a tiger was killed in the city of 

Tashkent (1942). 

 

Wild Tigers in Northen Kyrgzstan: the last was killed in 1880-s. Well known fact, that Cossacks 

of Przevalskii’s detachment were attacked by a tiger close to Tokmak, in riparian forsts of Tchu 

river valley. Prof. P.P.Semenov-Tianshanskii is writing about tigers in brushes on the banks of 

Issyk-kul Lake.  

 

Elders of the settlement Belovodskoe keep a story on how hunters Shaparev and Pukhov killed a 

tiger in 1890-th – just on the territory of the settlement. (http://antipodean-

wor.livejournal.com/456088.html). 

 

Eastern part of Central Asia: 

In the Vernii city (Almaty) in 1913 a forester of Vernenskii district, V. Perovskii kept at home a 

tame tiger. It was brought to the city as a kitten when its mother was killed in the reeds of 

Balkhash Lake. This information can be found in memoirs of his daughter, O.B. Perovskaja, and 

there are official proves in the city’s archival depository.  Lev Trotsky, who was deporteed to 

Almata in 1928, was delighted with thes animals. Besides various political announcements, 

Trotsky had signed in Almaty a “Treaty on non-attacking balkhash tigers” – and that was not a 

joke. http://www.express-k.kz/show_article.php?art_id=1477 

 

In the lower reaches of Ili tiger had been common in 1930-th and practically disappeared by 

1948. From Zaisan lake and lower reaches of Black Irtysh tiger disappeared by the end of the 

previous century.  Naturalist Marikovskii wrote that  last tiger was killed in Ili river valley in 

1940, while biologist B.K. Shtegman saw tiger’s footprints in in lower reaches of Ili in 1942.  

Elders say, that last turanian tigers were killedon the bank of Lepsa in 1940-th, but there is a 

different information, that on Balkhash lake tiger was killed in 1950-th. Licals from villages 

around Balkhash started to claim to frontier troops on the tiger, which terrorized local shepherds. 

It attacked sheep, cows and even camels. One shepherd saw a tiger killing 2-years old cow, 

putting it on the back, jumping with the cow over the fence and disappearing in the reeds. A 

battue was organized. Soldiers drived the tiger into swampy area, well-known hunter stopped the 

tiger and then the soldiers killed it.  As it appeared later it seemed to be the last Balkhash tiger.   

 

But the citizen of Almata Sergei Mikhailichenko states, that he managed to meet with Balkhash 

tiger in reeds’ brushes in 2006. “I was hunting for the second day already – tells Sergei 

Mikhailichenko – and met only some small animals, so that I didn’t want to spend cartridges. In 

the afternoon I lost the way - and I found some more or less dry point in the marshes, and 

decided to have a rest. And just occasionally I saw a litter of tigers! Luckily I was in the leeward 

side – the female didn’t feel me.  There were two kittens, three months old. The mother was 

lying on the sun, kittens playing around. I had an opportunity to see the group in details: the 

mather was much smaller then tigers, which I have seen in Almata zoo, this was similar to a 

large lynx. I remember nervously flinching tail and strong pads with large yellow claws. 

Suddenly the female awaked, turned its head and started to smell the air. Mai be, the wind 

changed its direction, and the animal felt my presence. I didn’t want to risk and preferred to 

disappear. I didn’t see the mail but I expect him to be somewhere close-by. Tiger-mail must be 

somewhere around – otherwise the female wouldn’t sleep on the sun, but was obliged to look for 
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the prey.  I came out of the marshes 4 hours later. The rout was very complicated, but I left some 

marks – so I hope to see the Balkhash tiger once more during the next hunting!” (Timur Netaliev. 

Balkhash tiger if alive № 77 (15979) от 28.04.2006). 

 

So, the citizen of Almata Sergei Mikhailichenko, saw a litter  of tigers in May 206 – while it had 

been expected that tiger disappeared from this area in mid-1950
th
.  In June Mikhailichenko  went 

to Balkhash again, but rains caused raise of the level of water, and island in the marshes were 

under the water – there were no tigers in the site – only carcasses of cows and sheep and stories 

of local shepherds. Probably tigers left for the inner parts of reeds brushes. On the 7 of July 

Mikhailichenko started for the third expedition – but there are no news on the results.  

 

Altai 

Altai was visited by turanian tigers from the neighboring Kazakhstan. Tiger was very popular 

between Scythians of the mountain Altai.  It is evident that ancient people of Altai new tigers not 

only from tales and legends but saw them with their own eyes. Facts of its registration in Altai in 

XIX и XX centuries are proved by descriptions of witnesses.  

 

In December 1925 a newspaper “the Star of Altai" printed a story of 1839, telling about hunting 

for a turanian tiger close to the village Setovka of Biiskii province (now it’s a settlement in 

Soviet district) on 15 October 1839. Killed tiger was weighted and measured. It was rather large 

– 290 kg,  2 m 80 sm long with the tail, without  - 1 m 80 sm, 1 m high, circle of front leg - 66 

sm, circle of stomach - 1 m 15 sm. This case was reported to St. Patersbourgh, to the Academy 

of sciences – and a thousand of rubles were sent to the site for staffed tiger preparation by the 

order of tsar Nikolai the first. The skin was used for staffed tiger preparation. But a well-known 

scientist Alfred Brem during his trip in 1876 along Western Sibiria and Kazakhstan saw not one, 

but two staffed tigers, killed in Altai.  One of them was killed in 1848 close to Zmeinogorsk. 

Another scientists – Grogorii Spasskii (1783-1864; historian and geographer) also wrote about 

turanian tigers distribution in Altai.   

 

In 1914 not far from Biisk  local farmers preparing hay on the meadows, saw a large striped  

animal of a small cow size on the bank of Kanonerskoe lake. This information was passed to 

Biisk police, but they didn’t take it serious and didn’t check. Evgenii Vanin (www.liter.kz). 

 

Most eastern part of the species’ area: 

Further to the east, turning round the impassable Takla Makan in Syndzian province, China, 

there is Tarim River. Along this river and around Lop Nur (or Nor) lake, in which Tarim river 

fall, tigers were hunting wild boa in the reed brushes and oases. By 1920 all of them were killed.  

As a lot of water was used for irrigation in the river valley of Tarim - Lop Nur Lake completely 

dried, and floodplain forests along the river was completely cut (previous tiger’s habitats).  Since 

1960 the Lop Nur desert is used by Chinese for testing nuclear weapons. In spite of that some 

wild Bactrian camels still survived there..  

 

*** 

 

Captive breeding 

The last tiger in Soviet Zoos died in late 1930
th
 ((female Tereza, presented to Soviet Ambassador 

to Iran in 1926). The last caspian tiger in European zoos died in Ganburg in 1959. Finally, the 

last captive tigers were killed in the personal zoo of Mohammad Reza Pahlawi in Tehran (1978) 

at the time of Islamic Revolution. 
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*** 

 

Species restoration projects.  

 

On 25 September -24 October 2001 Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan were visited by Nobuyuki 

Yamaguchi. His visit was a part of a project concerning restoration of Tuanian tiger   (Panthera 

tigris virgata) and steppe cat (Felis silvestris). During the survey the scientist was collecting 

information on the modern status and level of protection of wild cats in Kazakhstan and 

Uzbekistan. (Nobuyuki Yamaguchi*. Wild Cats in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan / Cat News, 35 

autumn 2001, P. 22-24. * Wildlife Conservation Research Unit, Department of Zoology, Oxford 

Universitу). Full text of the paper can be received from the organizers of the survey:  Sibirian 

Ecological Centre, a/b 547, Novosibirsk, 630090 Новосибирск, Tel... +7 (383) 363-00-59. 

savemanul@mail.ru  
 

In Kazakhstan scientists – linguist Bagidjan Adylov is planning to establish the first tiger’s 

breeding center. He doesn’t exclude the possibility, that there are still tigers in the reeds around 

Balkhash Lake. But he is planning to bring and to breed in local conditions Amur tigers. In the 

settlement Karoi they are planning to establish the office and infrastructure of the tigers breeding 

centre. And plateau Bestas is planned to be the main area for tigers breeding and future releasing. 

It was planned to have a rout around the plateau Bestas – along a triangle with 300 km -300km – 

and 350 km sides – in order to find the most suitable sites for the tiger.  They expect that tigers 

individual home ranges should be about 100 sq. km. (2006). 

*** 

 

Causes of population number and area decrease  

In Central Asia locals as a rule didn’t expect any serious threat from tigers (for peoples’ lifes) 

and at least accepted their life aside the settlements – even in the neighborhood of large cities, 

such as Tashkent.  The major negative impact on population number was Russian expansion of 

the territory, as the Russian administration undertook special measured for elimination of these 

predators in the end of XIX century. Special hunting’s were known during which dozens of 

animals were killed, while numbers of trophies in a year could be counted in hundreds. 

 

In the beginning of ХХ century the prices of traders dealing with animal’s derivates, were the 

following: Turanian tiger - 1500 - 2500 rubles snow leopard - 300-500 rubles, Tian-shan bear, 

wild horses, lynx, kulans, red wolves - 200 rubles, goitred gazelles, otters, wild goats – 100 

rubles, large bird of prey (griffon-vulture, vulture) – 50 rubles, butterflies, beetles (dry) from 1 

kopek (cent) to 3 rubles. For comparison: the mean price of a cow was 10 rubles, horse – 20 

rubles.  

 

In Russian Central Asia – during the first decades of the XX-th century military troops were 

“clearing” the territories from predators (tigers, leopards and wolfs) for peoples settlements. A 

case is known when on 27 of February 1883 ( 27 февраля 1883 года ) the head of headquarters 

of military troops of Turkestanskii  military district , in response to application from locals, 

ordered to organise a special action on preditor elimination in the area between Tashkent and 

Tchinaz (Ташкентом and Чиназом). Regular military troops were involved (12-th Turkestanskii 

battalion). Before the First World War about 50 turanian tigers were killed each year in the 

forests of Amudaria and Piandj.  
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There were two main methods of hunting tiger: driving animals to the line of shooters and 

making an ambush (in a yurt or specially prepared hiding place). The latest method was invented 

in Central Asia and is even described in special textbooks on game management. Its specific 

approach was in putting a very strong cage inside yurt, covered with felt or skins. Hunters were 

inside the cage – and their role was to disturb tiger and play a role of bait. The hiding point was 

placed on tiger’s path, waiting for the animal. If it passed by, the hiding place was removed, 

disturbing and following the animal until he openly attacked and was killed by the hunters. This 

method was used efficiently for females with kittens: mother was killed, kittens taken, brought 

up till sub adult age and sold.   

 

Shepherds expected tigers to be a serious threat to their livestock, including camels, horses, and 

sheep. As beautiful skin was very valuable, tigers were killed with poison, traps – and there 

existed very high prizes for killing tigers. As results “belts” of tiger’s area became separated by 

areas of people’s settlements and turned into isolated spots of the Turanian tiger area. But 

besides that a very strong impact on tiger distribution was from the loss of prey base: inhabiting 

Central Asian river valleys, people eliminated wild ungulates – wild boa and deer.  

 

But Turanian tiger had one very small ally in its struggle for survival: malaria mosquito. Malaria 

had been a very serious problem in Caucuses, Central Asia and Iran – especially in the last 

tiger’s refuges.  As soon as the last malaria nidus was annihilated, people started to settle tiger’s 

habitats without any fear.  In 1930-the there was a special “Troop on struggling with locust “in 

Nukus, which was putting fire and burning forests and reed brushes, where harmful insects were 

hiding – mosquitoes etc.  

 

Tiger’s elimination in the Soviet Central Asia was conjugated with the global destruction of the 

environment.  Tendency of the administrative economy – to concentrate on cotton production – 

since 1930-th caused horrible consequences both for tigers – and for people. Need in irrigational 

water destroyed the unstable economy of the region and caused the Aral crisis – more then 50 % 

loss of the Aral sea area, salinization of lands.  In Amudaria and Syrdaria deltas in 1930-th 

habitats of tiger were practically destroyed as a result of cutting and burning of forests and reeds, 

plowing lands for the needs of agriculture. Similar processes were on-going in river valleys of 

other large rives  which previously were the main parts of the tiger’s habitats – Murgab, Piandj, 

Ili. Tiger lost his habitats and hiding places – and simultaneously it loosed its usual prey-base. At 

the same direct elimination continued: till 1929 special prizes were officially paid for each killed 

tiger – 100 rubles.   

 

Now people understood that some single animals are not a sreat for them and their livestock. 

Formally Turanian tiger is protected everywhere. In the Soviet Republics shooting tiger was 

strictly prohibited, and there were very serious fines for that.  A special sanctuary was 

established in Iran for tiger’s protection – 100.000 Ha, numerous zapovedniks (strict protected 

areas) were established in the Soviet Central Asia. But people were too late with these measures. 

Tiger’s hunting became forbidden by law in the USSR since 1947 – but that didn’t allow saving 

Turanin tiger. Established nature reserves were too small to support sustainable development of 

tiger’s populations. And only about 10 % of natural habitats still existed – reeds brushes and 

floodplain forests. Later their area stabilized and started to increase again – but tigers already 

disappeared.   
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TR Point 3 -  

 
Description of geographical conditions, major types of ecosystems, vegetation, fauna 

(focusing on potential prey species for tiger) and climate conditions of potential habitats.  

 

Atmospheric precipitation is very irregularly distributed on the territory of Uzbekistan. 

There are no more then 100- 200 mm of rains in the deserts, which occupy two third of the 

country, in some areas like Kyzyl-Kum desert and Priaralie – 80 mm and less. The major part of 

precipitation arrives in spring (30-50%) and winter (25-40%), autumn - only 10-20% of the year 

amount and only 16% - summer. Relative humidity of the air is never higher then 60-65%. 

Expansion  and intensity of desertification, which is spreading all around Uzbekistan as a 

result of Aral sea disaster to a great extent is connected with the disappearance of  humid air 

“pillow” which was previously present over Aral surface. 

 

Estimation of retrospective and modern use of game species on the territory of the 

Republic of Karakalpakstan in the area of the previous archipelago Karabaily (Akpetky) and 

Jaltyrbas Lake. 

“Hunting – looking for, search for, pursuit, bag (catching, shooting) of wild animals living 

in freedom in natural conditions («Rules of hunting and fishing…», 2006). For the Aral region 

(Pri-Aralie) game management and fishing in the past had been important components of the 

regional economy - serious input in the country’s economy. Existance and development of this 

field of economy was based on the presence of numerous game species and huge territories – 

game management areas, naturally inhabited by these species – “nature resources”. 

Game management areas of the Republic of Uzbekistan are unique from the point of view 

of their variability. All lands, water reserves and forests are considered to be game areas, if 

inhabited by wild species, which use is regulated in a form of sports’(amateurish) and 

professional hunting (“Rules…”).   

In the analyzed region the following types of game areas are represented: desert, lowland-

tugai (riparian forests, water (water bodies, wetlands) and agricultural.   

Desert game areas include (1)saxaul (haloxylon) associations (with various additions) – 

“desert forests”, (2) deserts with brushes, (3)open deserts. It is estimated, that for the whole 

country game areas of this category are inhabited by 52% of game mammals and 12% of game 

birds.  As a result of Aral Sea drying the surface of this type of game areas increased seriously.   

The type of floodplain riparian forests is the smallest if estimated for the whole country  as 

in the second part of the XX-th century the major agricultural lands were developed in river 

valleys, and on the banks of other water bodies, replacing riparian forests (about 90 % of forests 

were cut). This type of game areas includes round-leaved poplar forests, oleaster forests, tamarix 

brushes, reads, floodplain meadows. It is estimated, that for the whole country game areas of this 

category are inhabited by 42% of game mammals and 20% of birds. 

Water game areas are represented in the limits of analyzed territory by Lake Jaltyrbas and 

by a system of lakes overflow Akpetky, numerous draw-off canals, small filtration lakes and by 

small in size overflows and waterlogged meadows, which appeared around artesian wells.     

Agricultural type of game areas are the less suitable for the life of animals. This type 

includes ploughed lands, plantations of perennial plants, resting lands. In the analyzed area 

increasing of this type is limited by the lack of irrigation water.  
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According to the scheme of zoogeographical “regioning” (division into zoo-geographical 

districts) of the territory Of Uzbekistan the following districts of Turanian province are situated 

here: 

- North-Kyzylkun district of Kyzylkun region;  

- Low-Amudaria district of Oasis region;  

- Low-Amudaria district of floodplains of river valley and delta;  

- Border coast of Aral Sea, which refer to the floodplains of river valley and delta.  

 

Each of the districts is characterized by specific groups of mammals and birds. There 

distribution in the close past in Pri-aral is shown on the picture.   List of species (table 1) 

includes animals, which inhabit this territory, and which were traditionally used for different 

purposes as game species in Uzbekistan – considered as resource in the system of game 

management. 

 

 
 

Page 1: Distribution of game fauna in southern Priaralie in 1960-Th.  
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Table 1.1. 

 

List of species of game fauna. 

 

№

№ 

Species name (Llatin.) Species name 

(Engl.) 

Status Type of use 

    MAMMALIA                         MAMMALS  

1. Canis lupus Linnaeus, 1758 Wolf Widely distributed 

species  

Game animal – 

regular take off  

2. Canis aureus Linnaeus, 1758 Golden or Indian 

Jackal 

Widely distributed 

species 

Game animal – 

regular take 

3. Vulpes vulpes (Linnaeus, 

1758) 

Fox Widely distributed 

numerous species 

Regular fur-

bearing animal 

4. Vulpes corsac (Linnaeus, 

1768) 

Corsac Fox Widely distributed 

species , specific for 

deserts and adyrs  

Regular fur-

bearing animal 

5. Felis libyca Forster, 1780 Steppe Cat or 

African Wild Cat 

Widely distributed 

species 

game animal – 

sport hunting 

6. Felis chaus Gueldenstaedt, 

1776 

Jungle Cat 

[Chaus] 

Rare species with 

limited distribution  

game animal – 

sport hunting  

7.  Meles meles (Linnaeus, 

1758) 

Badger Widely distributed 

species 

game animal – 

sport hunting 

8. Mustela eversmanni 

Lesson, 1827 

Steppe Polecat Few in number 

sporadically distributed 

species 

Regular fur-

bearing animal 

9. Sus scrofa Linnaeus, 1758 Wild Boar Widely distributed 

species 

game animal – 

sport hunting , 

limited take-off 

10.  *Saiga tatarica (Linnaeus, 

1758) 

Saiga Antelope, 

or Saiga 

Widely distributed 

species of steppe and 

desert areas – with 

seriously undermined 

number  

Game animal – 

unsustainable 

illegal hunting  

11.  Lepus capensis Linnaeus, 

1758 ssp. tolai Pallas, 1778 

Tolai Hare Regular, widely 

distributed numerous 

species 

Usual object of 

sport hunting  

12. Spermophilus fulvus 

(Lichtenstein, 1823) 

Large Souslik, 

Yellow ground 

squirrel 

Widely distributed 

species 

Regular fur-

bearing animal of 

the second level 

13. Spermophilopsis 

leptodactylus (Lichtenstein, 

1823)  

Long-clawed 

Ground Squirrel 

Numerous, widely 

distributed numerous 

species 

Rarely fur-

bearing animal  

14. Ondatra zibethicus 

(Linnaeus, 1766) 

Muskrat Introduced, everywhere 

regular species  

Regular fur-

bearing animal 
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            AVES                          BIRDS 

1. Podiceps cristatus 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Great Crested 

Grebe 

Nesting, migrating 

species  

Occasional 

hunting 

2. Phalacrocorax carbo 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Cormorant (Great 

Cormorant) 

Regular - nesting, 

migrating species 

Occasional 

hunting 

3. * Botaurus stellaris 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Eurasian Bittern Not numerous- nesting, 

migrating and wintering 

species 

Occasional 

hunting 

4. * Ardea cinerea Linnaeus, 

1758 

Grey Heron Regular - nesting, 

migrating and wintering 

species 

Occasional 

hunting 

5. Anser anser (Linnaeus, 

1758) 

Greylag Goose Nesting, migrating and 

wintering species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

6. Anser albifrons (Scopoli, 

1769) 

White-fronted 

Goose 

Not numerous- 

migrating species  

Hunted very 

rarely 

7. Anser fabalis (Latham, 

1787) 

Bean Goose Not numerous- 

migrating and wintering 

species  

Object of sport 

hunting 

8. Tadorna ferruginea (Pallas, 

1764) 

Ruddy Shelduck Regular - nesting, 

migrating and wintering 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

9. Тadorna tadorna 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Common 

Shelduck 

Not numerous- nesting, 

migrating and wintering 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

10. Anas platyrhynchos 

Linnaeus, 1758 

Mallard Numerous- nesting, 

migrating and wintering 

species 

Mass / regular  

object of sport 

hunting 

11. Anas crecca Linnaeus, 1758 Green-winged 

Teal 

Regular - migrating and 

wintering species  

Object of sport 

hunting 

12.  Anas querquedula 

Linnaeus, 1758 

Garganey Regular - migrating 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

13. Anas strepera Linnaeus, 

1758 

Gadwall Regular - migrating and 

nesting species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

14. Anas penelope Linnaeus, 

1758 

European 

Wigeon 

Regular - migrating 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

15. Anas acuta Linnaeus, 1758 Northern Pintail Migrating and wintering 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

16. Anas clypeata Linnaeus, 

1758 

Northern 

Shoveler 

Migrating and partly 

wintering species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

17. Netta rufina (Pallas, 1773) Red-Crested 

Pochard 

Nesting, migrating and 

wintering species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

18. Aythya ferina (Linnaeus, 

1758) 

Common 

Pochard 

Migrating and wintering 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

19. Aythya nyroca 

Guldensstadt, 1770 

Ferruginous 

Duck 

Not numerous, nesting 

and migrating species  

Object of sport 

hunting, but very 

rarely 

20.  Aythya fuligula (Linnaeus, 

1758) 

Tufted duck Migrating and wintering 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 
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21. Bucephala clangula 

Linnaeus, 1758 

Goldeneye Not numerous,  

migrating and wintering 

species  

Object of sport 

hunting 

22. Mergus albellus Linnaeus, 

1758 

Smew Not numerous,  

migrating and wintering 

species 

Not valuable 

object of sport 

hunting 

23. Mergus merganser 

Linnaeus, 1758 

Goosander Not numerous,  

migrating and wintering 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

24. Coturnix coturnix 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Common Quail Nesting and mass 

migrating species  

Traditional object 

of sport hunting 

and captive-

breeding  

25. ** Phasianus colchicus 

Linnaeus, 1758 

Common 

Pheasant 

Not numerous,  nesting 

species 

Licensed object 

of sport hunting 

26. Rallus aquaticus Linnaeus, 

1758 

Water Rail Regular nesting and 

migrating species 

Occasional 

hunting 

27. Crex crex (Linnaeus, 1758) Сorn Crake Regular not numerous 

migrating species  

Occasional 

hunting 

28. Gallinula chloropus 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Moorhen 

(Common 

Gallinule) 

Nesting and migrating 

species  

Object of sport 

hunting 

29. Fulica atra Linnaeus, 1758 Common Coot Numerous migrating, 

nesting and wintering 

species  

Mass / regular  

object of sport 

hunting 

30. Burhinus oedicnemus 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Stone-curlew 

(Stone Thick-

Knee) 

Regular nesting and 

migrating species 

Occasional 

hunting 

31. Vanellus vanellus 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Northern 

Lapwing 

Numerous migrating 

species  

Object of sport 

hunting 

32. Vanelochettusia leucura 

(Lichtenstein, 1823) 

White-tailed 

Plover 

Nesting and migrating 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

33. Philomachus pugnax 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Ruff Regular migrating 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

34.  Lymnocryptes minimus 

(Brunnich, 1764) 

Jack Snipe Not numerous,  

migrating and wintering 

species 

Traditional object 

of sport hunting 

35. Gallinago gallinago 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Common Snipe Numerous,  migrating 

and partly wintering 

species 

Traditional object 

of sport hunting 

36. Numenius arquata 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Eurasian Curlew Regular migrating 

species  

Object of sport 

hunting 

37. Pterocles orientalis 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

Black-bellied 

Sandgrouse 

Not numerous- nesting, 

migrating and not 

regularly wintering 

species  

Occasional 

hunting 

38. Syrrhaptes paradoxus 

(Pallas, 1773) 

Рallas’s 

Sandgrouse 

Rare nesting, migrating 

and wintering species 

Occasional 

hunting 

39. Columba livia Gmelin, Rock Dove, Blue Non-migratory , Object of sport 
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1789 Rock Pigeon permanent species  hunting 

40.  Columba eversmanni 

Bonaparte, 1856 

Eastern Stock 

Dove 

Nesting, migrating 

species 

Object of sport 

hunting 

41. Streptopelia turtur 

(Linnaeus, 1758) 

European Turtle 

Dоve 

Numerous nesting and 

migrating species  

Popular object of 

sport hunting 

                  

                         AMPHIBIA, REPTILIA     AMPHIBIANS, REPTILIA 

 

1.  Bufo viridis Laurenti, 1768 Green Toad Widely distributed 

species 

Objects of 

catching for 

different purpose 

2.  Rana ridibunda Pallas, 

1771 

Marsh [Lake, 

Laughing] Frog 

Widely distributed 

species 

Objects of 

catching for 

different purpose 

3.  Agrionemys (Testudo) 

horsfieldi (Gray, 1844) 

Horsfield's 

[Central] Asian, 

[Steppe] 

Tourtoisess 

Widely distributed 

species 

Objects of 

catching for 

different purpose 

4.  Non poisonous 

snakes 

Widely distributed  Objects of 

catching for 

different purposes  

5.  Lizards of 

different species  

Widely distributed  Objects of 

catching for 

different purpose 

                                

                                                            Invertebrates  

 

  Toxicus arthropoda Venomous 

arthropods 

  

1.  Buthus eupeus C. Koch. Scorpion  Widely distributed 

species  

Regular object of 

take off (for 

poison)  

2. Lityphantes paukullianus 

Walk. 

 Widely distributed 

species  

Regular object of 

take off (for 

poison)  

3. Latrodectus mactans F.  Widely distributed 

species  

Regular object of 

take off (for 

poison)  

4. Eresus sandallatus Mart. Et 

Goese 

 Widely distributed 

species  

Regular object of 

take off (for 

poison)  

5. Scolopendra aralocaspia 

Kessl/ 

Scolopendra Widely distributed 

species  

Regular object of 

take off (for 

poison)  

6.  Vespidae Wasps  Widely distributed 

species  

Regular object of 

take off (for 

poison)  

 

Notes: 
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* Saiga Antelope, * Eurasian Bittern, * Grey Heron – are now included in the list of 

specially protected species (Rules…, 2006). Saiga would be included in the new edition of the 

Red Data Book of the republic of Uzbekistan.  

 

As it can be seen from the table, variety of game species of the analyzed territory is rather 

high. About 63, 6% of game mammals of Uzbekistan live here and 75,9% of game birds of the 

country can be met here. Neither amphibians and reptiles nor poisonous invertebrates were used 

as regular resources (only for scientific purposes for investigation of biologically-active 

compounds of animal origin). As the species are numerous in the region – it is a real potential for 

future development of the game system, especially if demand for these resources is developed on 

the international market.   

 

Situation with the species distribution recently is quite different from the previous (shown 

on Fig. 1). The modern Amudaria delta, situated downstream Nukus, is a slightly slanting plain 

with area about 45 th. Sq. km. During the last decades its nature ecosystems seriously degraded 

because of agricultural development and deficit of water resources. Rapid decrease of the Aral 

sea level (since 1986 water of Amudaria stopped to arrive to the sea, while evaporation 

continued to be 30-35 kub. km a year ) lead to the appearance of a huge new  dry land – 5 mln 

ha. The dry land area is especially large in the eastern part of the previous Aral, which had meen 

less deep – and where previous archipelago Akpetki (Karabaily) was situated.  About 40% of the 

new arid plain is situated in Uzbekistan. This caused serious increase of the percentage of desert 

animals in the national fauna. 

Changes not in the best direction with Изменения не в лучшую сторону с населением 

птиц в рассматриваемой зоне произошли по ряду fauna of birds were to a great extent 

connected with “unregulated nature resource use in the Aral sea basin, which caused destruction 

of this sensitive ecosystem” (Hufler et a. , 2002; Hufler , Novitskii, 2003).  Using a system of 

canals – outlet ditches -, flushing secondary waters were streamed to natural landscape lowlands 

of desert area –flooding them. Thus numerous slightly salted overflow lakes were created.  

Ecological conditions of both overflow lakes with drainage waters and filtration lakes (which 

appear in lowlands because of raise of underground waters) are similar to natural plain lakes of 

Central Asia. All these water bodies provide good ecological conditions (hiding places, food 

resources) foe various species of waterfowl birds. More dispersed distribution of water surfaces 

and drying of natural lakes in Pri-Aralie (“During the years of the ecological catastrophe more 

then 30 th. ha of fresh lakes and mashes dried”, Kudriashov, 2005) lead to serious changes in 

distribution of waterfowl birds – one of the major game resources.  

There is a point of view, that total variability of species in the surroundings of the Aral Sea 

decreased catastrophically: previously 178 species of animals had been typical for various 

ecosystems of this are (including fish species in the river and sea) – now there are only 38 

species (Kudriashov,   2005; Alamanov et.a., 2006). Anyway, in order to obtain data on the 

modern situation with fauna composition and distribution special field investigations are needed    
Populations of game animals directly depend on the condition of the ecological systems – their 

habitats (Cadastre reference book …, 1992). Habitats of game species are suffering from a strong 

anthropogenic pressure: they are developed till turning them onto the category of agricultural – 

the less productive game areas – and this causes serious changes in distribution and numbers of 

game animals. Land development doesn’t include planning of conservation of variability of 

nature complexes. This process is the most dangerous for the development of nature resources. 

Extensive use of game resources is typical for the region. Numerous objects of sport 

hunting are under-used, while take off of some species (saiga, muskrat) is too high and leading to 

species populations degradation (saiga).  (Goncharov, 2007а, 2007c; Lanovenko, Ten, 2007). 
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Biodiversity conservation is on a very low level, as a result – various new species have to be 

included in the red data book of Uzbekistan (Kaipova, 2007). Poaching is strongly developed. 

According to some expert’s data take off by poachers exceeds the official take of in 3-nine times. 

Modern status of the use of game resources is connected with improper management of 

game resources. In Pri-Aralie – as well as on the major part of Uzbekistan – game areas are not 

systematized –so neither proper protection nor improving of the conditions of habitats is 

conducted.  Existing legislation doesn’t provide the base for users to be interested in the 

development of the game areas.  There are no data on species numbers and take off 

Отсутствуют объективные данные о численности животных и объемах изъятия 

(Goncharov, 2007а, 2007b). Staff has very low capacity (sometimes now qualification at all) and 

now special investigations on population structure and distribution of species had been 

conducted for the last decades.   

The reason, which leads to decline of the game management, can be divided on (a) external 

– of the regional origin, common for different fields of economy, and (b) internal, special ones.  

А. Deficit of nature resources – factor, acting in the world scale – especially important in Central 

Asia with its sensitive ecosystems, problems of water – causing problems of socio-economical 

development. Its enough to say, that according to special experts estimations, Aral se crisis for 

20) is caused by natural changes of water regime (including climate change), and on 80% - by 

anthropogenic factors – taking water for irrigation.   

The most significant are economical consequences of desertification in the Aral sea area. 

Policy and management errors lead in 30 year to a destruction of an ancient stable region.  

Previously the economy had been based mainly on fishing, irrigated agriculture and cattle-

breeding, supplemented by home craft. Drying the sea left more then 10000 persons 

unemployed, if calculated in a way, that 1 person had worked in a family of 5, it means that the 

impact of unemployment is critical for   50000 inhabitants (Alamanov, et.a., 2006). 
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Recent ecological situation 

The situation in the region of interest is very variable: the “fresh” (new, recently dried) dry lands 

are represented by strongly salted sands; as the distance from the coastline become larger – 

salinity decreases thanks to  eolithic weathering (erosion ) of salt-containing soils.   By this way 

conditions are established for the growth of normal desert species of vegetation (haloxylon, -

saxaul, various brushes, sand acacia (see the map). Zones of distribution of this type of 

vegetation are huge, but not everywhere these complexes are stable enough. Some areas are still 

free from vegetation – even herbaceous – and those areas are centers of origin of sand and dust 

storms.    (Partly these areas were turned into forests artificially –planting natural types of 

forests and seeding natural herbs -  projects under Combat desertification convention, GTZ – 

and own activities of the State committee of Forestry of Uzbekistan. OP) 

 

There is a rather dense net of wells on the examined territory, but majority of them have water 

with comparatively high level of mineralization. It is quite suitable for the development of reed 

brushes and /or tamarisk brushes, but not suitable for drinking.  More then 15 wells were tested 

on the rout – and water suitable for drinking was found only in one of them. All wells have high 

temperature water – about 35-40 ° C. 

 

Water streams are represented mostly by drainage canals with different levels of water 

mineralization. According to oral information from locals, some of the canals stay dry majority 

of time – and this causes degradation of vegetation on the banks of canals.  Usually these canals 

end in lowlands in a form of lakes with slightly or strongly mineralized water (practically no 

really fresh-water lakes). (Nevertheless freshwater communities of fish species develop in the 

major of these lakes – oral information from Karakalpak leading ichthyologist, Dr. Yilia 

Joldasova. OP) 

It seems that key question for tiger restoration in the region is regular provision of fresh water to 

the system of canals (this can be discussed and agreed on the Governmental level – and can be 

done in periods, when fresh water is not critical for agricultural processes).  
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Vegetation of the area of western part of the southern Pri-Aralie  

(Joldibas lake – system of lakes Akpetki) 

 

 

Joldibas lake – previous bay of the Aral sea. Soils in some parts are strongly salinated  and 

compose wet takyrs, salted clays and open puffy solonchaks, on the periphery of which grows 

Chenopodiaceae - Atriplex sp., Agriophillum sp., Salsola sp., Camphorosma sp., Eurotia sp., 

Nanophyton sp., Suaeda sp., Halostachys caspica and small brushes of tamarisk. Closer to water 

surface variability increases. Reeds are dominating, and it composes wide dense stripes where it 

is impossible to pass – bushes. Changes of water level – as well as changes of the level of 

underground waters have an important impact on the form and size of the brushes.  In some areas 

huge territories are covered with dry reeds with some separate tamarisks. Rather rarely true reeds 

-Scirpus sp. can be met, somewhere it is mixed with  Karelinia caspia and  Zygophyllum 

oxianum  

In the north-western and northern parts of the lake non-fixed sands are very close to the 

bank – there  saksaul (Haloxylon aphyllum), Calligonum sp., Tamarix sp., small-growing  

Senecio subdentalis and other halophyte plants dominate. 

Sands to the esat of Joldibas lake – open areas with sand dunes practically without 

vegetation. In the frame of GTZ projectforest planting was initiated on this area. The following 

species were used: saksaul (Haloxylon aphyllum), Salsola richteri, Calligonum sp., Aristida 

karelinii and other halophyte plants. Planting was on-going in long direct lines - 2-2,5 m between 

the lines. Recently on the majority of the area branches of plants in the neighboring lines contact 

each other, between the lines natural growth of the seeds of the same species is on-going. In 

some spots, where underground  waters come close to the surface, reeds are growing – but don’t 

compose dense brushes. The ecosystems of these areas are very “young” – short history of 

existence – but already some species of lizards inhabited them, gerbils burrows are regular, 

foxes, goitred gazelles, saiga antelope can be regularly met, as well as birds of prey.  

System of lakes Akpetki. Drying of Aral sea opened this area already in 1960-th. Here the 

sea was rather shallow and huge areas of lands became dry quickly. At the same time water was 

left in the sites where the sea had been deeper - between  islands of Karabaily. Later water of 

these lakes bacame less salted thanks to Kukdaria river.  Initially vegetation was composed by 

plants,  which had been growing on the islands – as well as from the seeds of plants growing in 

Kyzylkum desert (brought by the wind). Recently the plant communities are already rather rich, 

including wide variety of species, tipical for riparian forests of Amudaria delta.  Together with 

common reeds, here important communities of the following species can be seen: Karelinia 

caspia, Zygophyllum oxianum, Lycium turcomanicum, Nitraria sibirica, Atraphaxis spinosa, 

Alhagi pseudalhagi, Astragalus unifoliolatus, Glycyrrhiza glabra and others. These plant 

communities compose a good resource of forage for ungulates. In some areas Populus 

diversifolia is growing – the dominant tree of the developed riparian forest.  The lakes of the 

periphery part of the complex are getting dry (the water-supplying canal is crossed by a dam with 

a road), so red-brown  algae are actively developing, as well as и Artemia salina. Dry areas is 

covered with a crust of salt. On the banks  Suaeda sp. is still growing as well as  Tamarix 

sp.(often – getting dry). 

Artesian wells. Areas around the wells, from which water is running regularly and 

spontaneously are of special interest. Independently from the site where the well is situated on 

the former bottom of the Aral sea (and independently from the soils) – vegetation is well 

developing and composes a bright green oasis which contrast with the surrounding deserts. Here 

the following species are dominating: Phragmites communis, Typha angustifolia, T. latifolia, 

Scirpus sp., Carex sp., Tamarix sp.and others.  


